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A Selective Bibliography of Oral History

MICHAEL D. GIBSON

This bibliography is "selective" in the sense that it is not comprehensive and it is concerned mainly with sources that pertain to the techniques of oral history. For those wishing a comprehensive bibliography, Manfred Waserman's *Bibliography on Oral History* (1975) and John Fox's "Bibliography Up-Date" in *The Oral History Review* (1977) should be consulted.

Since the bibliography emphasizes the "how-to-do" (technique) aspect of oral history and the ways oral history can be utilized in the classroom, it is hoped it will be most useful to individuals and groups starting an oral history program.
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**JOURNALS:**

*Oral History Review* (Annual) Oral History Association, North Texas State University, P.O. Box 13734, NTSU Station, Denton, Texas 76203. This is a must for any oral historian.


*Journal of the Canadian Oral History Association* (Annual) Canadian Oral History Association, P.O. Box 301, Station A, Ottawa K1N 8V3, Canada.
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